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What's Science Ever Done For Us: What the Simpsons Can Teach Us About Physics, Robots, Life, and the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A playful and entertaining look at science on The Simpsons

	

	This amusing book explores science as presented on the longest-running and most popular animated TV series ever made: The Simpsons. Over the years, the show has examined such issues as genetic mutation, time travel, artificial intelligence, and even aliens....


		

Transitions and Animations in CSS: Adding Motion with CSSO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Add life and depth to your web applications and improve user experience through the discrete use of CSS transitions and animations. With this concise guide, you’ll learn how to make page elements move or change in appearance, whether you want to realistically bounce a ball, gradually expand a drop-down menu, or simply bring...



		

Foundation Flash Cartoon AnimationFriends of Ed, 2007
Whether you are an experienced Flash designer or developer looking for a guide to doing animation in Flash, or a novice to Flash who is looking for an effective way to create and distribute animations, this book will prove invaluable to you.  Covering every aspect of Flash animation, the book is a fast-paced yet thorough review of the Flash...





		

Systems Analysis and Design (Shelly Cashman Series)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	Systems Analysis and Design, Eighth Edition offers a practical, visually appealing approach to information systems development.


	As the Dilbert cartoon suggests, it is always a good idea to know whether a project fits the
	company’s overall strategy. You will learn more about the relationship between systems projects
	and...


		

Rules of Play: Game Design FundamentalsMIT Press, 2003


	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has...

		

Character Animation in 3D, : Use traditional drawing techniques to produce stunning CGI animationFocal Press, 2004
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology.
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...





		

ShatnerquakeEraserhead Press, 2009

	It's Shatner VS Shatners!


	William Shatner? William Shatner. WILLIAM SHATNER!!! It's the first ShatnerCon with William Shatner as the guest of honor! But after a failed terrorist attack by Campbellians, a crazy terrorist cult that worships Bruce Campbell, all of the characters ever played by William Shatner are...


		

Stop Staring: Facial Modeling and Animation Done RightSybex, 2007
Breathe life into your creations
With detailed examples, high-quality professional images, and a touch of humor, this is the fully revised and updated second edition of Jason Osipa's best-selling book on facial animation. You'll learn the basics of design, modeling, rigging, and animation—while mastering exciting new techniques for...


		

BRANDchild: Insights into the Minds of Today's Global Kids: Understanding Their Relationship with BrandsKogan Page, 2003
Tweens (8- to 14-year-olds) comprise a new type of audience. An increasingly powerful and smart consumer group, they not only spent US $300 billion but influenced an astounding US $1.88 trillion spend across the globe last year. They are different from previous generations in every way. They are more likely to have a friend on the other side of...






		

Hello! Flex 4Manning Publications, 2009

Flex 4 is an open-source tool that allows developers to easily add life to web applications with dynamic user features, colorful transitions, and eye-catching animations. Flex also provides powerful data handling for industrial-strength applications.

We think it should be just as much fun to learn Flex as it is to use it. And we...



		

Power up your PowToon Studio ProjectPackt Publishing, 2015

	The ultimate PowToon project guide – get hints, tips, and ideas to turbocharge your PowToon Studio project


	About This Book

	
		In-depth navigation and explanations for the entire PowToon product
	
		Challenges the way you to think about how to plan your PowToon project depending on audience...



		

Blender Cycles: Lighting and Rendering CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you're already au fait with Blender, this book gives extra power to your artist's elbow with a fantastic grounding in Cycles. Packed with tips and recipes, it makes light work of the toughest concepts.


	Overview

	
		Get acquainted with the lighting and rendering concepts of the Blender Cycles...
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